DELIVERING ON A FUTURE WITH THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE

Statistics show nearly 90-percent of people fail the required exam to become an employee
of the U.S Postal Service. But that doesn't mean job seekers should mail in their dream to
wear the grey and dark blue uniforms.
PostalJobsExam.com provides a comprehensive program to help anyone pass the USPS
473e Exam. In fact, this course is now being offered for the low price of $47 for a limited
time. Why do so many Postal Service employee candidates fail this test? "It is due to a lack
of preparation," say company leaders. "The good news is our program provides easy to
follow exam test taking strategies and tips from subject matter experts."
Applicants looking to become city mail carriers, rural mail carrier associates, mail handlers,
sales associates, processing clerks or distribution associates must pass this test. The most
challenging part of this exam is the memory test. "Our eBook Study Guide contains several
memorization exercises that can be repeatedly used at any time to help improve anyone's
memory skills," say PostalJobsExam.com officials. "We are always updating our material in
an effort to stay current with the latest USPS exams."
Potential Postal Service employees will have unlimited access and use of four timed
practice examines that simulate real tests. They will also have an eBook Study Guide that's
available online, through print, or download, as well as Postal Form Resource Links and
quizzes to track performances. "Memory tips and exercises, a job locator to search
employment listings in a specific area, and job alerts to receive new local job listings make
up the rest of the program," say company executives. "All this is available 24/7 in your
own Student Dashboard."
For more information on the company or its special promotion for the 473e Exam training
course, log onto www.postaljobsexam.com.

